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Parcel Delivery
Companies in
Boston
Did They Operate as
There were at least ten different "Parcel
Delivery" companies that conducted business
within the city of Boston and nearby areas
from 1872 to 1920. Ongoing search is being
conducted by the author for information that
will reveal whether these delivery companies
operated similar to the many (i.e., literally
hundreds of) Boston local express companies
of the era. Or whether these companies were
somehow unique in their business character.
This article summarizes the progress to date
concerning this quest, plus it provides some
correlated timing and stamp/label data to
indicate when and how some of these eightyyear-old plus delivery companies conducted
business in the Boston area. The-pertinent
company discussions are presented in
alphabetical order, vice chronologically.
American Delivery Company
The initial mention of the American
Delivery Company (ADC) is found in the
1908 Boston Directory that reported it
operated from an 105 Arch Street office. This
Boston address is common to many parcel
delivery and express companies of the era; this
location was recognized as a " General
Express " office in 1907 1 • The ADC
apparently stayed in business into 1915 , after
which thi s name disappears from Express
Company listings in the Boston city
directories. The ADC also had offices at 97,
then 127 Providence Street, and 78
Northampton Street during its existence.
The only currently known American
Delivery Company label is illustrated in Figure
1. Since there is no business address printed
on this label , it is not possible to confirm that
it was actually issued by the Boston version
of the ADC business. Previously published
speculation on the origin of the illustrated
2

ADC label attempted to link it to use on
parcels transported over the pneumatic mail
tubes that were once located inside the
Brooklyn Bridge2 • Interestingly, this same
reference alluded to similar use of an
American Pneumatic Service Company label,
shown in Figure 2, by the same, or a similar

Figur e 1 . R ed on white paper.
Rectangular design area is 53 x 25 mm.
Hori zontally rouletted 8 .0 at top and
botto m , vertically impe,forate.
Horizontal top and bottom red dashes
approximate the roulette gauge.
American Pneumatic Service Company
This was a parcel delivery company in
Boston as evidenced by the "Parcel Delivery"
inscription on its label (see Figure 2). The
American Pneumatic Service Company
(APSC) was in business in Boston from l 902
through 1907, the latter being the year before
the ADC listings begin. This company is also
listed under "Expresses" in the contemporary
Boston directories. The APSC had offices at
115 Chauncy, 161 Devonshire, 9 Harrison
Ave., and 272 West Newton during its six
years of business in Boston. The 1905 Boston
Directory indicates the APSC provided
delivery service to Forest Hills and South
Boston . The similarity in design features
between the Figure 1 and 2 labels suggests
that they may have evolved from the same
designer and might have been used by related
delivery businesses. Perhaps the American
Delivery Company was the successor to the
American Pneumatic Service Company, both
of Boston.
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Figure 2. Green on white paper, red control
number (8757), red position number (20).
Rectangular design area is 53 x 25 mm. Horizontally rouletted 6.9 at top and bottom, vertically imperforate. Horizontal top and bottom green dashes approximate the roulette
Two APSC labels are shown in Figure 3,
affixed to a package wrapper. These labels
appear to be tied to the wrapper by a crayon
(or brushed ink) single-stroke cancellation.
The handwritten inscription: "Roberts Iron
Works Co./180 Main St/Cambridgeport." is
believed to be the destination w1itten by the
package's sender. Cambridgeport was one of
Cambridge, Massachusetts' communities that
existed within the city limits. The sender of
this package is not identified, but perhaps it
was taken to one of APSC's stations for
pneumatic tube transportation to their station
closest to the Cambridgeport address.
Unfortunately, no furth er information is
known about the APSC business, nor their

The 1902 Cambridge [Massachusetts]
Directory contains a li sti ng for the Roberts
Iron Works Co. at 180 to 198 Main Street3.
This address was about a block west of the
Charles River and a few blocks north of the
Massachusetts Avenue Bridge. G. B. Roberts
is cited as the company treasurer in the listing.
The quarter-page business advertisement
shown in Figure 4 is also found in this 1902
Directory' . A similar business listing and ad
for the Roberts Iron Works Co. are found in
the 1910 Cambridge Directory' .

ROBERTS IRON WORKS COMPANY
MANOFACTURERS OF

STEA:M

BOILERS

180 to 198 MAIN ST. , CAM9R/DGEPORT
Telephone,

121

Cambrldgt:

Figure 4. Advertisement from the 1902
Cambridge Directory.
The information presented here makes a
reasonable case that the Figure 1 and 2
emissions (and perhaps the Figure 5 label, too)
came out of Boston and were issued during
1902-15 by the label-in scri bed , parc el
delivery companies.

Figure 3. Two American Pneumatic Service Co. labels affixed to a small package that was sent
to Cambridgeport, MA. [Richard Frajola's collection]
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The inscription on the Figure 5 label is
somewhat harder to discern; it reads:
All our Offices accept this stamp for
forwarding a parcel to any point in the city
proper, subject to conditions of receipt.

Figure 5. Black and gray on white pape1;
red control number (4 11 3), red position
number (15). Rectangular design area is 53
x 25 mm. Horizontally rouletted 10.75 at top
and bottom, vertically impe,forate. [Scott
McClung's collection]
The small red number printed at rightcenter on the Figure 2 and 5 labels is believed
to be a printing-plate position number. Since
these labels all seem to ex ist with impe1iorate
vertical sides, they may have been printed and
issued in booklet panes or coil strips. The
presence of the po si tion numbe r is most
prob abl y assoc iated with a booklet pane
format. The hi ghest position number seen to
date is "37" on the Figure 2 label, and " 15"
on the Figure 5 label. The lowest position
number is assumed to be "l " for both issues
(as low as "4" has been seen). No multiple
connected labels have surfaced (except those
shown in Figure 3) to determine more abo ut
the issued fo rmat of either of these labels.
Several of the Bo ston Parce l Deli very
Company labels discussed next in this articl e
contain si mil a r sm all number s at
approximately the same right-edge location
which are also speculated to represent booklet
pane, or coil, printing-plate pos itions.
The business inscription on the Figure 1
label reads as fo llows:
A PARCEL WITH THESE STAMPS
ACCEPTED FOR DELIVERY
ACCORDING TO THE CONDITIONS OF
RECEIPT.
In Figure 2, that label's inscription reads:
A PARCEL ACCEPTED AT ANY OF
OUR STATIONS WITH THIS STAMP
WILL BE FORWARDED ACCORDING
TO THE TERMS OF OUR RECEIPT.

4

The definition of "city proper" mi ght
possibly be explained by the Boston shaded
area show n on the coverage map for the
Clearing House Parcel Delivery Company
(see Figure 11). All three of th ese se lfproclaimed 'stamps' (Figures 1, 2, 3 and 5)
are considered to be labels by the author, since
no denomination is printed on any of them,
nor presently known for them.
The last APSC label inscription (Figure 5)
may be of significance if it excludes parcel
delivery to Cambridge/Cambridgeport by
stating it forwards to any point in the city
proper (assumed to mean within the Boston
city limits). Note that the Figure 2, APSC label
cites delivery to any APSC 'station.' These
differences in parcel delivery wording may
eventually help to ascertain the relative issuing
time-frames of the two label s if more details
and c hron ology of the APSC's bu sin ess
operations are uncovered.

Boston Parcel Delivery Company
The first reference to the Boston Parcel
Delivery Company (BPDC) is found in the
1887 Boston Almanac and Business Directory
when its office was located at the famili ar 105
Arch Street address, and another office at 211
Washington Street. The BPDC appears to be
the oldest parcel delivery company to operate
in Boston, and perhap s the oldest suc h
organi zed package deli very business (that was
not doing business as an 'express' company)
to be operated in any American city.
The BPDC was es tablished in 1872
according to their ad in the 1914 Boston
Directory (see Figure 6) , but the BPDC wasn' t
incorporated under the laws of Massachusetts
until 1887. Maybe the latter action evoked
enough notoriety to cause the BPDC's initial
listing in the Boston Directories that year. G.
A. Pratt was theBPDC Superintendent in 1914
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according to the Figure 6 advertisement. No
further information is available to define when
Pratt became Superintendent, or whether other
expressmen served in that position during the
BPDC's apparent 47 years of delivery service.
Several Boston Parcel Delivery Company
labels are known, but little information (maybe
none?) has been published about their issue
or usage dates. It is suspected that Figure 7
shows the earliest BPDC label, and it may
have been issued in 1887 or soon thereafter,
coinciding with the company's incorporation
during that year. No denomination is printed
on this label, so it is not now considered to be
a 'stamp' as is self-proclaimed upon it. Under
the company name, the label inscription reads:
THIS STAMP ENTITLES THE HOLDER
TO FORWARD A PARCEL FROM ANY
OFFICE OF THE COMPANY, TO ANY
POINT IN CITY PROPER.
This same inscription is also present on all
the subsequently described BPDC labels.
There are no horizontal dashes printed near
the separable edges of the Figure 7 label.

Figure 7. Blue on white paper, red control
number (A 48). Rectangular design area is
54 x 25.5 mm. Horizontally rouletted 10.75
at top and bottom, vertically impe1forate.
A horse-drawn covered express-wagon is
illustrated at the left on this label. Figure 8
shows a significant enlargement of this
delivery conveyance. This vehicle was
probably the BPDC 's principal means of
collecting and delivering parcels for many of
its operating years . Three control-number
styles have been found near the bottom center
of the early BPDC labels. In addition to the 4
mm high, red, 'A 48 ' (see Figure 7), we find a
plain "808" in smaller red numerals (3 mm
high) on another label, and serifed red "3 193"
(4 mm high) on yet another label. This
difference in control number styles may
indicate different issues, or printings, of these
labels.

Jncorpon,h:,I l~ ... ;

BOSTON PARCEL DELIVERY CO.
Terminal, 47, 49, 51 Stanhope Street
Packages may be left at 130 Bedford Street
C. A. PRATT, Supt.

Telephones Tremont 610 and 254

Special rates for delivery of large lots of calendars, printed matter
druggt.,;ts' samples, brewers' extracts and small
packages of all kinds

Figure 6. Excerptfi·om the Expresses advertising section of the 1914 Boston Directory.
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Figure 8. Covered express wagon depicted
on the Figure 7, 9 and 10 delivery labels.
A small change in BPDC label style was
subsequently probably made-the addition of
a small 4x4 mm white pad near the middle of
the right side. Shown in Figure 9, this small
pad contains a red number which is assumed
to represent the plate printing position of each
label as explained earlier. Position numbers
from "5" to "16" have been seen so far on
these labels , but the maximum position
number has not been ascertained at this time.
The red control numbers at the bottom of this
series of labels (Figure 9) are 4 mm high and
are not preceded by a control letter. The
Figure 9 label is known with, and without
small horizontal blue-dashes that approximate
the roulette separation gauge. Most Figure 9
type labels are rouletted horizontally across
the top and bottom. Others have been seen
with a straight bottom edge (on position 5 and
13 labels) and top edge roulettes.
Another small change probably followed
soon thereafter-the addition of a control
prefix letter as shown on the Figure 10 labels.
This label variety also includes horizontal blue
dashes between labels. These dashes
correspond to the roulette gauge present for
label separation. The maximum position
number value on the Figure 10 label types has
not been determined at this time, but numbers
to "19" have been seen. The position 17 label
exhibits a horizontal bottom straight-edge.
To date, no published information has been
found that would facilitate learning the issuing
dates, or usage dates, of the BPDC's labels.
Dated cancellations appearing on used copies
of these labels might provide some clues to
their usage time frame, but no dated cancels
have been seen. Copies of cancel-dated BPDC
labels are being sought by the author. Reader
6

Figure 9. Blue on white paper, red control
number (2817) , red position number (13 ).
Rectangular design area is 54 x 25.5 mm .
Horizontally rouletted 10. 75 at top and
bottom (not shown), vertically impe,forate.
Horizontal top and bottom (not shown) blue
dashes approximate the roulette gauge.

Figure 10. Light blue on white paper, red
control number (Q 462), red position numbers
(10 , 11, 12). Rectangular design area of each
label is 53 x 25 mm. Horizontally rouletted
10.8 at top and bottom of each label, vertically
impe,forate. Horizontal top and bottom blue
dashes on each label approximate the roulette
gauge.
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reports via photocopies are also earnestly
desired.
Clearing House Parcel Delivery Company
We first find this company listed in 1914;
its offices were at 49-67 Lansdowne Street.
Figure 11 reproduces a full page Clearing
House Parcel Delivery Company (CHPDC)
ad which appeared in the 1914 Boston
Directory. The map in this ad shows the
company primarily made parcel deliveries
(and presumably pick-ups) within about a
twelve-mile radius from downtown Boston,
but also to/from as far away as approximately
15 miles (i.e., the western end of Wellesley
County). The 114 suburban communities that
the CHPDC serviced are listed in the bottom
third of the ad.
According to this
advertisement, D. B . Strickland was the
President and Manager; Frank M. Andrew was
the Treasurer. The CHPDC's six Directors
are listed to the left of the map.
The statement at the bottom of the ad:
"ONE FLAT RATE ANYWHERE WITHIN
ABOVE RADIUS" is somewhat confusing.
There are three radii drawn on this map.
Here's one possible interpretation. Perhaps
the CHPDC charged its minimum flat rate
within the four-mile radius, then a higher
(perhaps double, but 'flat' throughout the area)
rate from four to eight miles, and an even
higher (i.e. , triple, but 'flat') rate out to the 12

mile radius. If this is a correct interpretation,
it is possible that one label (or 'stamp') paid
for delivery within four miles, two labels
within 8 miles , and three labels within 12
miles. The only problem with this speculated
rate scenario is that no CHPDC stamps or
labels are known at this time. However, since
this rate vs. radius speculation works out rather
logically and easily, maybe it also pertains to
some of the other Boston parcel delivery
companies with known stamps/labels. These
other companies may have used delivery rate
sectors based on a Massachusetts map similar
to that shown in Figure 11.
The CHPDC persisted in business until
1920, but the operating office address became
restricted to just 55 Lansdowne Street in its
final two years. The author hasn't been able
to locate Lansdowne Street on any of the
contemporary maps of Boston. If it was
located near the center of the radii shown in
Figure 11 (the big black dot), that would put
it just about east of Boston Commons near
the intersections of Washington and Summer
or Bedford Streets. Perhaps Lansdowne Street
was a small lane or 'alley ' in that vicinity that
doesn ' t show on every Boston map. Can any
reader provide an early 1900's Boston map
that shows the location of Lansdowne Street?

Expresses
.10,·•:uTr:-.1s,1 ot;1•AH'l'l1t;x·r
2822
--------··
--·· ·--------------- U. A. l'll"1'T, ,,,._

Al,J .AS' ('. ~IAJlflX, l'r,•111.

Toi, JOOJ Dor.

«.

:\lier.

Dorchester Parcel Delivery Company
hM'orparalf'II uffflr "" .......

ur ~·-#"hU...'1<0

Special Rates for delivery of large lots of Calenders,
Printed Mattcr,Druggists Samplcs,Brcwcn· Extract,
and Small Packages of all kinds.
FURNITURE MOV/NO BY AUTO
TRUCKS

Terminal 105 HOMES AVENUE

..

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Figure 12. Excerpt from the Expresses advertising section of the 1914 Boston Directory.
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Eastern Despatch and Delivery Company
The Eastern Despatch and Delivery
Company is listed as being in business from
1891 to 1893 with offices at 77 Kingston
Street, 33 Court Square, 96 Arch Street, and
91 Kilby Street. This apparently was a
relatively short-lived parcel delivery business.
No stamp or label emissions are known from
this company.
Dorchester Parcel Delivery Company
This company is first found in an 1908
business directory that states it operated from
its 72 Kemble Street, Dorchester, Mass. office.
The Dorchester Parcel Delivery Company
(DPDC) subsequently operated from five
additional office locations (see Table 1). A
DPDC ad in the 1914 Boston Directory (see
Figure 12) indicates it operated from a
terminal at 105 Hornes Avenue in Dorchester.
G. A. Pratt was the DPDC's president. He is
the same expressrnan who is shown as the
Boston Parcel Delivery Company's
Superintendent that year (Figure 6). Allan C.
Mahon was the Treasurer and Manager.
In 1918 this company apparently expanded
its delivery routes to include Quincy, Mass.,
because it appears as the 'Dorchester and
Quincy Parcel Delivery' in the 1918 and 1919
directories. It still operated from the same
(or nearby) office address. In this company's
final listed year (1920), the business reverted
to its original DPDC name. In addition to
Dorchester, the DPDC provided parcel
delivery service to and from Milton, Mattapan,
and Neponset in Massachusetts. No DPDC
stamp or label emissions are known at this
time.
Five Cent Parcel Delivery Company (and
Successors)
This company apparently began operations
late in 1890 with offices at 67 Franklin Street
based on information printed on its stamps.
The 1890 Boston city directories do not record
its existence, but the directories were not
published until the first of July (each year)
and would not have recorded a late-in-the-year
business startup. The 1891 Boston Directory
does record the Five Cent Parcel Delivery

Company. This company operated into 1892
when its name was modified slightly to the
Five Cent Parcel Despatch (or Dispatch)
Company.
The company changed their name again in
1894, becoming the Merchants Five Cent
Parcel Delivery Company that existed until
sometime in late 1898 or early 1899. This
company continued in business, but the 'Five
Cent' portion of their name was dropped
(maybe because it had become an obsolete,
or restrictive, parcel delivery rate?). In l899
the company was known as the Merchants
Parcel Delivery Company; it operated into late
1902. The 1900 Boston Directory lists Back
Bay, Boston Highlands, South End, and West
End as the communities serviced by the
Merchants Parcel Delivery Company. In 1903
this delivery company became the Merchants
Parcel and Express Company that remained
in business into 1907 according to Directory
records .
The early stamps issued by this succession
of delivery companies are shown in Figures
13 and 14. Although "Five Cent" is part of
the company 's name as inscribed on their
emissions, this amount also apparently defines
the value of each emission (also see the "5" in
the circle of stars at the stamp's left), so they
are categorized as 'stamps' vice ' labels.'
Since no record of this company was found in
the 1892 Boston directories, it is not known
which company name or stamp it may have
used during that year.
The author suspects that the illustrated
stamps may have been issued in vertical coil
(strips?) or booklet pane format as all seen to
date are vertically imperforate. Vertical
multiples, and bottom imperforate stamps,
have been found for some issues. The Figure
13L stamp is only known with a 'SERIES A'
imprint. Perhaps thi s company changed its
business identity before an additional stamp
series could be issued.
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Figure 13. Left: 1890-91 Five Cent Parcel Delivery Co. Dull red on cream paper. Rectangular
design area is 51 x 25.5 mm. Horizontally rouletted 10.75 at top and bottom, vertically impe1forate.
Horizontal top and bottom red dashes approximate the roulette gauge. Right: 1893 Five Cent
Parcel Despatch Co. Dull red on cream paper. Rectangular design area is 51 x 25 mm. Horizontally
rouletted 10.75 at top and bottom, vertically impe1jorate. Horizontal top and bottom red dashes
approximate the roulette gauge .

.MERCHANT'S

5,t. ParcBl IlBliVBrY Go.
GOOD FOR DELIVERY OF PACKAGE IN
C ITY PROPER.

Figure 14. 1894-97 Merchant's 5¢ Parcel Delivery Co. Left: Red on cream pape1: Label is
57.5 x 27 mm. Horizontally rouletted 10.75 at top and bottom, vertically impe1forate. Horizontal
top and bottom red dashes approximate the roulette gauge. [Scott McClung's collection.] Right:
Red on dull yellow paper. Rectangular design area is 53.5 x 25.5 mm. Horizontally rouletted 7 at
top and bottom, vertically impe,forate. Horizontal top and bottom red dashes approximate the
roulette gauge.
There is a possibility that the stamp shown
in Figure 14L was not associated with this
series of Boston parcel delivery companies
because its design is so different than the
others. But the inscribed name and delivery
coverage statement are the same as the other
company stamps, and its non-white printing
paper color is very similar to the other stamps,
so it is included here until further identification
information is discovered. Another version
of the Figure 14R stamp has been seen that
contains red dashes on all fo ur sides (11 x 11
gauge). The latter stamp appears to be
imperforate all around, like it had been cut
from a sheet of these stamps. No multiples
have been seen to corroborate the sheeted
format speculation.
The later stamp and label issues from this
series of companies are illustrated in Figures

10

15 and 16. The company names in the Boston
city directories were used for estimating and
bounding the issue dates of all the stamps and
labels from this entire group of companies.
One anomaly was found , however, when
correlating the business names and addresses.
The 1899-1 902 Boston Directories give an
105 Arch [Street] address for the Merchants
Parcel Delivery Company (MPDC, see Figure
16), but the illustrated labels bearing this same
business name are imprinted with "67 Franklin
St. cor. Arch" [Street] as their operatin g
address. The MPDC' s use of the 105 Arch
Street General Express office is not printed
on their labels, although they undoubtedly
rented accommodations at that location. The
67 Franklin Street address is suspected of
being the MPDC's warehouse or other facility
that was unique to their business.
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Figure 15. 1898 Merchant's 5¢ Parcel Delivery Co . Left: Red on dull yellow paper. Rectangular
design area is 54 x 25 mm. Horizontally rouletted 7 at top and bottom, vertically impe,forate.
Horizontal top and bottom red dashes approximate the roulette gauge. Right: Similar stamp with
"¢" missing . Not known whether this is a plate variety or a separate issue. [Scott McClung's
collection].

Figure 16. 1899-1902 Merchants Parcel Delivery Co. left: Pink on white paper, blue control
number (9) at right. Rectangular design area is 53 x 26 mm. Separation details unknown. Right:
Red on yellow paper. Rectangular design area is 52 x 25 mm. Horizontally rouletted 10.75 at top
and bottom, vertically impe,j'orate. Horizontal top and bottom red dashes approximate the roulette
gauge.

The Figure 16R label is on ly known
inscribed with "SERIES A" at the right.
Similar examples with other series letters on
them are being sought, however, no record of
such has been found. Perhaps the company
name was changed before Series B could be
issued. The Figure 16R label is also known
with a company cancel (not a permanent
company overprint) that shows: "5 cts./
PARCEL
DELIVERY/FRANKLIN
STREET/COR. ARCH." So apparently this
company still delivered some parcels for a
five-cent fee during 1899-1902.
The facsimile signature of 'O. D. Pillsbury '
over the title of 'Manager' appears on the later
issues of these labels from about 1894 (Figures
14R-l 6). This signature is further indication
that the cited delivery companies probably
succeeded each other during the evolution of

business names . The chronology of all the
aforementioned delivery companies in this
group, and their various operating offices, is
summarized in Table 2.
Five Cent Parcel Despatch Company
Discussion is included above under the
"Five Cent Parcel Delivery Company"
heading. Interestingly, the 1893 Boston
Directory lists this company 's name using the
word 'Dispatch,' vice 'Despatch' that is seen
on its stamp. The name inscribed on their
stamp (Figure 13R: "Despatch") is assumed
to be the correct company name.
Lyman & Harvey
This is the first parcel delivery company
found in Boston's, nineteenth-century, city
directories . It appears under the "Parcel
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Delivery" category in the Business section of
the 1883 Boston Almanac. Lyman & Harvey's
office was recorded as 41 West [Street], which
was just east of the Boston Common s .
Delivery service was provided to
Charlestown, South Boston and the City. No
subsequent listing or mention of Lyman &
Harvey was found in other annual city
directories and no stamps or labels from this
company are known .
Merchants City Parcel Delivery Company
This compa ny listing was only found
once-in the 1887 Boston Almanac under the
"Parcel Delivery" Business section heading.
Since this listing appeared three years before
the Five Cent Parcel Delivery Company
purportedly started in 1890 , it is not
considered to be a business predecessor of that
company. No stamps or labels are known from
the Merchants City Parcel Delivery Company
of Boston.

THIS STAMP ENTITLES THE HOLDER
TO FORWARD A PARCEL FROM ANY
OFFICE OF THE COMPANY TO BOSTON
HIGHLANDS ,
SOUTH
BOSTON ,
CHARLESTOWN.
These three delivery destinations probably
define the ' suburban' area that the SPDC
expressmen worked. Like the BPDC, the
SPDC apparently did not operate nearly as far
away from the city as did many of the Boston
local express companies. The proprietors
considered this label to be a ' stamp,' so
perhaps it had some monetary value that was
collected to pay for a single parcel delivery.
Such value is unknown at this time, but five
to ten cents might be a reasonable guess.
Lacking the exact valuation amount, the author
categorizes this emission as a ' label ,'
consistent with previous similar assessments.

Merchants Five Cent Parcel Delivery
Company
Discussion is included above under the
"Five Cent Parcel Delivery Company"
heading.
Somerville Parcel Delivery Company
This company was only found listed for one
year-1895 . In addition to Somerville, they
also provided delivery service to East
Cambridge. No stamp or label emissions from
the Somerville Parcel Delivery Company are
known.
Suburban Parcel Delivery Company
The initial mention of the Suburban Parcel
Delivery Company (SPDC) was found in the
1889 Boston Almanac; its offices were located
at 105 Arch Street, 42 Summer Street and at
"all railroad stations." The SPDC is then
found in Boston business directories through
1901 , with delivery operations conducted
from seven different street locations within the
city (see Table 2).

Figure 17. Black and gray on. white paper,
red control number (843 ). Rectangular design
area is 53 x 25.5 mm. Horizontally rouletted
10.75 at top and bottom, verti cally
impe1forate. [Scott McClung's collection]
A lone repo1t of a Suburban Parcel Delivery
business was found in the 1917 Boston
Directory. It is not known whether this is the
reincarnation of the earlier company, or more
likely, it was a short-lived business endeavor
of the same name. In any event, thi s later
version of the Suburban Parcel Delivery
Company only la sted one year in the
directories, maybe even less time if pertinent
business records were to be found.

One label is known from this company and
it is illustrated in Figure 17. The operating
statement on this label reads :
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Table 2.

1887 - 1903 Boston Parcel Delivery Businesses (E to S)
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Company Locations

express company offices appeared to be next
door to each other, or across the street from
one another, or within the same block of a
downtown street. Of course, as mentioned
previously, many delivery and local express
businesses of this era shared the same street
address, perhaps operating from separate
desks, rooms, or cubicles within a building
bearing a single numbered address .

Scrutiny of Tables 1 and 2 reveals that six
of the eight, Boston Parcel Delivery Company,
office locations were shared by the Suburban
Parcel Delivery Company during many of
their 1889- 1901 mutual operating years.
Table 3 explicitly shows the simultaneity of
this 13-year business synergy. The 105 Arch
Street office location has already been
recognized as a General Express office and
probably accounts for their mutual business
residence there. We might guess that the local
delivery service areas attributable to these two
delivery companies had very little overlap in
order for them to successfully share the same
bu si nes s faci lities for so long. Its also
conceivable that these companies shared
additional office locations for many of the
uncorrelated years. Business Directory editor
omissions may have been responsible for the
failure to record additional simultaneous office
addresses in the 1891-94 and 1898-1901
periods.

Unfortunately, the Boston directory li stings
do not distinguish between a delivery
company 's business offices, terminals or
warehouses for a given address . So the
addresses in Tables 1 and 2 merely indicate
that the cited delivery company had a business
prese nce there . The few contemporary
advertisements reproduced in this article
provide much better visibility into a
company 's business operation at their cited
addresses . It is suspected that many of the
shared street addresses (between the delivery
and local express companies) signifies the
primary utilization of these facilities as offices.
They probably also served as package
consignment locations, like that promoted in
the Figure 6 BPDC ad. Parcel receipt, storage
and dissemination were most likely effected
from a warehouse or terminal at another city
location, possibly unique for each company.

The majority of the parcel delivery
companies discussed in this article operated
from offices and terminals in the vicinity of a
relatively few city blocks in downtown
Boston. In fact, some of the delivery and local

Table 3. Common Delivery Company Offices
YEAR 89 90 91 92 93
94 I 95
96 97 98 99
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Figure 18. Lower downtown map from
1888 Boston Dire ctory. Street lo ca tor
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An enlarged view of part of late NineteenthCentury downtown Boston is reproduced in
Figure 18. This map is excerpted from a larger
detailed Boston area map that was found
attached in the The Boston Almanac and
Directory of 1888. Many of the streets cited
in the Table 1 and 2 lists of parcel delivery
companies can be found on this hundred-yearold map. In fact, many of the 1888 Boston
streets shown in Figure 18 still exist in some
form in modern-day Boston. A street locator
diagram appears in the upper left corner of
the map to facilitate finding the majority of
the streets where the delivery company offices
resided in Boston. Northampton Street is not
shown in Figure 18 because it is about 20
blocks below Lucas Street which is located
near the bottom-center of Figure 18.
Conclusions
One interesting characteristic pertains to all
the Boston business directory listings of the
parcel delivery companies discussed in this
article. This pertinent feature is their inclusion
(alphabetically) among the multitude of local
express companies, year after year, with no
special categorization or other identification
because of their ' delivery' company name.
From this citation attribute we can surmise that
the parcel deli very companies of this era were
similar enough to local express companies to
be included among them with no particular
distinctions or qualifiers, at least as far as was
decided by the contemporary businessdirectory editors.
Several of the delivery companies discussed
here conducted some of their business from
the General Express offices in Boston. This
would seem to afford them business and
delivery status on a par with the local Boston
expresses who they apparently worked among
and with. The "Boston and the 'Local'
Express Business" reprint following this
article provides some contemporary insight
into the local express business operations in
the early part of this century.
An 1897 new-business pronouncement has
been found that also indicates parcel delivery
companies probably operated similar to
express companies. This notice chronicled the

initiation of the Manhattan Delivery Company
in New York City and appears in a popular
express magazine of that time6. This
announcement reads in part as follows:
The Manhattan Delivery Company has
been organized by a number of well known
expressmen of New York City. It will transact
a general delivery and express business in all
portions of Manhattan Island, ...
Perhaps magazine or newspaper business
announcements for the Boston parcel
deliveries, if found, would contain comments·
suggesting these companies operated similar
to local express companies.
Any additional information concerning
Boston delivery companies, and their stamps
and labels (including corrections and differing
opinions) , would be most welcome and will
subsequently be published in The Penny Post.
Please contact the author at POB 033236,
Indialantic, FL 32903 or by E-mail at
<bhmexp@digital.net>.
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The following is copied from pp 11720 of Reference 1:

BOSTON AND THE "LOCAL"
EXPRESS BUSINESS
The city of Boston being the birthplace of
the Express, it is possible that this fact may
have influenced the rapid growth of the
industry in this city and the sunounding cities
and towns. The local express business
constitutes an enterprise of great magnitude,
and the amount of capital invested in this
branch of the business amounts to many
thousands of dollars. Nearly five hundred
expresses transact business between Boston

and the outlying cities and towns.
The necessary detail in connection with the
local business is of great proportions, and the
system evolved to handle this enterprise is
unique and efficient. Throughout the business
section of Boston are distributed what are
termed "General offices." These offices are
practically "clearing houses" for the local
expresses. There are twenty of these "General
Express" offices in Boston, each one
accommodating from twenty to one hundred
local expresses. Each "local" has a box in
which orders may be left for his particular line,
also booths for the depositing of packages
which may be left at the office for his route.
One of the most important details in
connection with the "local" express business
is the method employed in the handling of the

18

express calls over the "Express Department"
telephone. The telephone company in Boston
maintains a separate department, styled the
"Express Dep ' t. " For a small rental the
business houses are able to secure the express
telephone service. Calls for the various local
expresses are given to the operator in this
"Express Dep't." These orders are then sorted
and sent by direct line to the different "General
Express" offices for which they are intended.
The sorting of these orders for the various
"local" lines, same being deposited in their
respective "boxes," is an interesting feature
in connection with the local business.
This method of handling the enormous

local express business in Boston is one of the
greatest accommodations extended to the
merchant. As may be readily seen, the
immense saving in time and trouble is bound
to be a great factor in the transaction of
business. The merchant wishes to use, say,
thirty different local expresses. He calls the
"Express Dep't." on the 'phone, and gives his
orders for the different expresses. In this way
he saves valuable time, as in order to reach
the thirty expresses he would perhaps be
obliged to call up eight or ten of the " General
Express" offices to leave his calls. This system
used in Boston in handling the local express
calls is probably the only one of its kind in
the country, and, in its operation is nearly
automatic, being accomplished without any
appreciable delay and in a satisfactory manner.
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The "General Express" office is under the
supervision of a manager, and the "local"
express pays a monthly rental for the service
of the office. No busier spot may be found,
than one of these "General Express" offices
in the afternoon, when the "local" men are
getting ready for their outgoing trips. The
illustration of one of the "Generals" at the
beginning of this article will give the reader
an idea of the situation.
The "locals," running as they do, in all
directions, to the smaller towns and cities
within a radius of from five to forty and more
miles from the "Hub," are able to give the
merchants and residents of the outlying
districts practically a preferred express
service. The "local" man will be called upon
to talce an order from a customer of his to a
merchant in Boston, to purchase the goods,
and see that the order is filled properly, to then
transport and deliver the goods at his
customer's door, in fact, acting as a special
agent for each customer. It is this preferred
service which has enabled the "local"
expressman to obtain such a foothold, and
which has made the service so popular.
The larger express companies do not find
it easy to give to each customer the individual
attention which is received from the "local,"
consequently the smaller express benefits
thereby. These larger express companies,
realizing the great volume of business which
passes through the "General Express' offices,
have largely affiliated themselves with these
offices, establishing branches therein. The
"locals" handle many shipments, which of
necessity must pass over the lines of the large
companies, by the establishing of branches in
the "General offices," the transfer of this
business to the larger companies is thu s
accomplished. These larger express
companies, by the above arrangement, are today receiving as much , and often more
business, from their branches in the "General
Express" offices , than from an office
maintained exclusively for themselves.

practically guarantees to them honesty and
faithfulness , two attributes of great value in
the success of any enterprise.
Below is given a list of the "General
Express" offices in Boston:
105 Arch Street.
108 Arch Street.
130 Bedford Street.
56 Broad Street.
89 Broad Street.
73 Central Street.
48 Chatham Street.
32 Court Square.
14 Devonshire Street.
15 Devonshire Street.
71 Kingston Street.
76 Kingston Street.
77 Kingston Street
139 Kingston Street.
15 Merchants Row
36 Merchants Row.
14 A Nashua Street.
65 Pearl Street.
47 Providence Street.
16 Union Street.

All the "General Express" offices come
under the supervision of the "Expressman's
League," which fact is of great import to the
merchants of Boston, as this supervision
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Mearis' City Despatch Post
Baltimore, Maryland
By Scott R. Trepel
This article was originally presented in the
Siegel Auction Galleries Sale 817, The David
Golden Collection of United States Carriers
and Locals, November 15-17, 1999 . It is
reproduced here with their permission.

A comprehensive history of Baltimore's
City Despatch Post is provided in Denwood
N. Kelly 's series, published in the Collectors
Club Philatelist (Vol. 50, No. 3) . A summary
of Kelly's research follows .
The City Despatch Post was established by
Malcolm W. Mearis , who announced its
opening in an advertisement that appeared in
The Sun from January 23 to 29, 1846. Mearis's
office was located in the basement of the Jarvi s
Building at the comer of North (now Guilford
Avenue) and Baltimore Streets. Mearis placed
100 letter boxes throughout the city and
charged two basic rates: 2c for city-delivery
letters and le for letters carried to the post
office. A special 2c "fast horse" rate was
available for eastbound mail that Mea.ris would
bring
to the Lower Depot railroad route aoent
.
b
JUSt before the mails closed. Package-delivery
and money-collection services were also
offered.
On October 20, 1846, an adverti sement
appeared in The Sun , announcing new
ownership of the City Despatch Post by
William Taylor, with R. K. Ford named as the
post's agent. Taylor owned a bookstore in the
same building where Meari s had hi s City
Desp a tch Po st office. Sub sequent ad s
announce letter-box locations, new delivery
times, and reiterate the 2c and 1crates charoed
b
by Mearis. The availability of "Paid stamps"
is specifically mentioned, although no
examples under the Taylor-Ford ownership
have been recorded. A special 2c rate for lastminute delivery of eastbound and southbound
mail, directly to the railroad route agent, was
also advertised. The last reported ad for the
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City Despatch Post, without any change in
ownership noted, appears early January 1847.
On March 22, 184 7, an announcement in The
Sun states that the City Despatch Post has
been acquired by Wm . H. Hahn from R.
Wilton. No mention of Taylor or Ford is
made, and it is unclear whether this City
Despatch is even the same one started by
Mearis.
The le and 2c stamps issued by Mearis in
1846 were typeset and printed in black on
grayish paper. Ten di stinct types have been
identified , and the plate arrangement was
almost certainly in two columns of five· the
2c stamps at left and the le stamps at right.
This arrangement is supported by the
existence of three 2c- le se-tena.nt pairs. There
was significant variation among the ten
subjects, involving two types of corner
ornaments (flowers and diamonds) and font
changes for three of the four lines of type in
each stamp. Using d igital scans and Adobe
Photoshop, we have been able to overlay the
eleven recorded stamps and two additional
fragments, in order to classify each type and
reconstruct the setting.
Three of the five rows can be positioned in
their correct relative order, owing to the
miraculous survival of three se-tenant pairs
with original gum. Two of the pairs are
offered here and have long been regarded as
the only known se-tenant multiples. What has
not been generally known is the existence of
a third se-tenant pair, located in the British
Library's Tapling collection. The Tapling pair
is the piece of the puzzle that allows us to
reconstruct the ori ginal block of six from
which all three pairs were cut. Illustrated
opposite is a digital reconstruction with the
pairs joined together and the four additional
types in po sition s that we believe may
accurately reflect the original setting.
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Suggested Reconstruction of the Mearis Plate
TYPE G (103L3)
Position 1

TYPE E (103L6)
Position 2

Diamonds in corners
"City Despatch" sans-serif
Narrow "Post"

Diamonds in corners
"City Despatch" u/1case
Narrow ornate "Post"
"M. W. Mearis" sans-serif

Left frameline at angle

TYPE F (103L3)
Position 3

TYPE A (103L2)
Position 4

Diamonds in corners
"City Despatch" sans-serif
Narrow "Post"

Diamonds in corners
"City Despatch" sans-serif
Narrow "Post"

Left frameline parallel

TYPE J (103L4)
Position 6

TYPE I (103L5)
Position 5
Flowers in corners
"City Despatch" sans-serif
Wide "Post"
Left frameline curved

Diamonds in corners
"City Despatch" sans-serif
Wide "Post"
Tiny gap between frameline and BR
diamond

TYPE H (103L5)
Position 7

TYPE B (103L4)
Position 8

Flowers in corners
"City Despatch" sans-serif
Wide "Post"
Left frameline straight

Diamonds in corners
"City Despatch" sans-serif
Wide "Post"
Tiny gap between frameline and BR
diamond

TYPE K (UNLISTED)
Position 9

TYPE C/D (103L 1)
Position 10

Flowers in corners
"City Despatch" Roman type
Wide "Post"
Larg e bold "M. W. Mearis"
Left frameline curved

Flowers in corners
"City Despatch" Roman type
Wide "Post"
Large bold "M. W. Mearis"

The suggested reconstruction is based on eleven stamps and two fragments (three duplicates
shown below). Two of the three se-tenant pairs (Positions 3-4 and 7-8) are offered in this sale (lots
1334-1335). The third se-tenant pair (Positions 5-6) is in the British Library 's Tapling collection.
The three pairs were originally a block of six, which was divided prior to 1891.
We have used Denwood Kelly 's types A-H, plus types I, J and K that we have identified. Kelly's
type D is a duplicate of his type C. Scott numbers are shown in parentheses.

Duplicate Examples

TYPE I (103L5)
Position 5

TYPE B (103L4)
Position 8

TYPE C/D (103L 1)
Position 10
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ITY DISPATCll i'OST.-'l'he unde r,igned, des1·
rou., of bemg useful t.o hi\ fellow-citizen.. beg• to
i'lform •hem Jhnl he llM eotabli•hed a CITY DI~
· P.-\'l'CH. l'OST •iniiJar to t ho.e in the other large com•
merci.aJ c111es·of the linimi, by which pcr!t<JJt! at the

C

mo,,t (UAtruU points of lho-eny mn..rcomrnunicnte wjth

.,.ch other without dell\J' o r <rouble, and at 11 very
amaU exven!e. 11 has J.1etm found cunvenh-utlJ U3eful in New \'orlc. l'liiladelpbia uud n,,.,vn. and is now
au•tained and ChCOU.r a(ed br a ll .cl aMeo -and the under>i~ned m otferinJ h1111&elf ,., the 1>ubhc pledges afl
that fidelity and imtu.str)' din Jo l() 1111u.~ it a convenient w1d u&etut estat>li~h meut. and o ulr a:1 ks 10 re turn

the cun4,Jence and &UJ:iPort of his fri end.$ anJ th e puh-

lic. 100 ~'''"'" will be r,001ed •t diffr re1Jt poi111, of th ~
city, opeci11H1 \e11umern1(,d hyliil l!. The churge will bi,
upon a commlrnic1ttjon dehvered 10 rulf wmt of the
,·u1 2cent.s. and leuera Lo so vu t or wwo wilt l>e r~u·
larlr mailed for 1 ceni, which mu, 1 bt i,aid Ill the box.

i~~ri,:e~i~.,~~~~'g:i•1l~{~':eM!~~rr:;~,'t!iie~1~~~:;.

before nine; Taylor, Wilde&. C<>, llnd ::!un Utlice until five minutes -of nine o'rJock. f~\ters to go tat,
1
}~
2
cred forR.SSOCiationa and clulh1 ll t a inna.11 chnr,:e - AJ,o,
•mall pnclatgea delivered 10 any part of the ci1,-. Good
Collec1lo11s~itcnded 10 fo~fA~lbKi\\!'.uJM?ARIS.
Per1'va• will p)eue.Pirect the ir cnn11uu111catiorus 10
1h:,11h~re may oo
delivery. .
•
O>llins I,,ee. F.eci.,
flwg~ ~foElder.r, J?..q ;
, Lamben G1tun,:,,. t:><J , .
r. \ ates \Val, h,&q, ·
Ueo Ill. Hobert60n 1 J:,;iq .
!u. O . Law, t.:sq,
Wm H. WaLSOn, £,;q .
~
.

15!~~.!;

rz.

t~~~",'2f:i ~:n\~;~~/L ,S~/i~~s~e'f.:~

'i\°1,;~Jf7l~~~'c~"

I

'
I
I! i~1!'riuu• men genergt1Lco.~1 w. MEARll:l.

Announcement of the change of ownership
made by Taylor - Ford.

Advertisement placed by Mearis
announcing the establishment of the City
Despatch Post.

Mearis' City Despatch Post, Baltimore Md ., 2c Black on Gray (this type unlisted in Scott).
Unlisted Type K , Position 9 in our plating analysis ("City Despatch" in serifed type, "M . W.
Mearis" in large block letters), approximately one-third of stamp remaining, initialled "MWM",
red "City Despatch Post Baltimo." double-line circular handstamp on undated folded letter to local
street address, file fold, faint toning.
The ex-Caspary se-tenant pair originally had a fragment of the adjoining stamp below at lower
left, which showed part of the "City Despatch" label (the margin was later trimmed to improve the
appearance). The fragment showed a serifed typeface used for "City Despatch" and floral corner
ornaments, which rule out any of the other 2c types - we call it Type K. The cover offered here
bears the only example of the type, which would probably be given its own Scott number (103LIA)
if it were a complete stamp.
Ex Kelly and illu strated in his CCP series (Vol. 50, No . 3, p. 153) (Realized $660.00)
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Davis's Penny Post
Baltimore, Maryland
By Scott R. Trepel
This article was originally presented in the
Siegel Auction Galleries Sale 817, The David
Golden Collection of United States Carriers and
Locals,November 15-17, 1999. lt is reproduced
here with their permission.

is reasonable, if one considers that the standard
U.S. postage stamp at the time was 3c, and
that the 3c silver coin minted in 1852 was
circulating in 1856. Davis could have arranged
his sheets as two columns of three stamps to
facilitate sales in 3-cent increments.

William D. Davis advertised for 25
"intelligent youths" in the February 1, 1856,
edition of The Sun and followed this solicitation
for employees with the February 5th
announcement of his "One Cent Di spatch".
Letters would be delivered within the city or to
the post office for le each, and a "Special
Me sse nger" service was offered for Sc.
Additional advertisements appeared in The Sun
until February 18,just two weeks later, and none
appeared subsequently. Evidently, Davis 's
Penny Post lasted one Valentine season and was
closed (source: Denwood N. Kelly, Collectors
Club Philatelist, Vol. 50, No. 4).

Speculation is a necessary part of plating
the Davis stamps, owing to the absence of
multiples or a larger number of examples from
which to work. The plating shown here is our
best guess based on the material at hand.
Positions 1 (Ty. A), 2 (Ty. B), 4 (Ty. D) and 6
(Ty. F) are based on sheet-margin stamps.
Stamps from these positions with margins
showing bits of adjoining stamps have been
used to establish the spacing between subjects.
Type C is found with what appears to be a trace
of the ornament from the upper right comer of
the stamp below, which puts it in Position 4.
Again, the 14 recorded stamps can be matched
with these six subject types.

The small typeset stamps issued by Davis's
Penny Post are rare, with just 14 examples
recorded, including four genuine covers (two
of these are offered in this sale). We have
attempted to reconstruct the setting, using the
typographic differences to di stinguish one
subject from the other. In Denwood Kelly 's
comprehensive CCP series on Baltimore
carriers and locals, he listed eight minor
typographic varieties based on two basic types,
acknowledging that some of the differences
might be influenced by printing. Kelly also felt
that the setting comprised ten subjects. In our
analysis, the 14 recorded sta mp s show
consistent typographic characteristics that can
be classified as six subject types. Comparing
this with the Kelly list, we are able to eliminate
three of his eight types as duplicate subjects.
There are no 57Ll multiples, so the only means
to arrange the setting is to study stamps with
sheet margins or showing bits of adjoining
subjects. While the expectation is to find ten
stamps in a setting, the surviving Davis stamps
suggest a setting of six, each subject confirmed
by one or more examples. A sheet of six stamps

The most significant stamp to come from
this setting is Type B, Position 2, which shows
the spelling error "Pennq" for "Penny". A
detail of the different characters is shown here.
Remarkably, this error is not listed in Scott,
nor mentioned in the Kelly series, nor in
Sloane's notes, nor in any publication we have
read. However, we are not the first to notice
the "Pennq" variety. Elliott Perry, wtiting in
April 1959 to Eugene Costales, the Scott
Catalogue editor, noted a variety in which "the
y of Penny is a q." For whatever reason,
Costales did not change the Scott listing to
reflect Perry 's report.
Currently, there are four recorded examples
of the "Pennq" error, two of which are offered
in lots 1022 and 1023. This is the first auction
offering of these stamps that identifies them
for what they are, and we anticipate that the
current Scott editors will maintain consistency
by listing them as 57Lla, along with other
errors, such as the Honour 's "Conours" and
"Bents" (4LB8c), Glen Haven "Gien" (71Lla,
see lot 1088), Moody 's "Henny Dispatch"
(llOLlb) and Hoyts "Letter" (85Ll).
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Suggested Plating of 57Ll
y

Q

TYPE C
Position 3

TYPE B
Position 2

Left frame break as
shown

"Pennq~ error

TYPE C
Position 3

TYPED
Position 4

"BALT." in Roman type

"L" of "Bait." raised and
tilted

·}

TYPE E
Position 5

TYPE F
Position 6
Wide break in left

"DAVIS'S" in Roman lype

frame

Davis's Penny Post, Baltimore Md., (le)
Black on Lilac (57Ll). Type A (Position 1),
tied by red "Davis ' One Cent Dispatch"
circular handstamp on small piece. Only six
of the fourteen recorded stamps, including
those on covers, are cancelled by the red

Lot 1021
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PERIODS OF USE
OF BOYD'S
STAMPS AND
CANCELLATIONS
By John D. Bowman
Lot 1022

(All Rights Reserved)

handstamp.
Davis's Penny Post, Baltimore Md., (le)
Black on Lilac, "Pennq" for "Penny" (57Ll
var). Type B (Position 2), original gum.
Typeset stamps are by nature more prone
to variation . Typesetters composing a sheet of
stamps were sometimes forced to sacrifice
uniformity to complete the setting. Fonts or
border pieces were interch a nged. Even
individual characters were used inc01Tectly, if
mi sread by the typesetter or deliberately
substituted for used-up type. Stamps such as
the Honour 's "Conours" and "Bents" (4LB8c),
Glen Haven "Gien" (71Lla, see lot 1088),
Moody's "Henn y Dispatch" (llOLlb) and
Hoyts "Letter" (85Ll) are a few prominent
examples of typographical en-ors among the
carrier and local issues.
The Davis's "Pen nq Post" error was not
noted by Denwood Kelly, nor has it been listed
in Scott since Elliott Pen-y wrote to the U.S.
Specialized editor, Eugene Costales, in April
1959, reporting the "Pennq" variety. Of the
fo urteen recorded 57Ll stamps, four come
from Position 2, which we classify as Type B,
in which the "q" character is used instead of
"y". This is the on ly original-gum example
among the four. A pencil-cancelled corner
copy is offered in the followin g lot. A copy
cancelled by the red handstamp is shown in
Kelly's records, as is the fourth copy, which is
cut to shape.
To maintain consistency, one would expect
the Scott Catalogue to create a new listing,
57Lla, for the error. Therefore, this offering
represents a rare opp01tunity to acquire a stamp
before it receives Scott Catalogue recognition.

Thi s article is a work in progress. The
author has used published information and
photocopi es of covers kindly provided by
Martin Richardson and Lawrence LeBel. In
addition , the Levi auction record covers are
included in this listing. The author also used
major auction sales of Boyd 's covers to
develop the database. Other major auctions
of US locals and a few other sources were used
to develop the database. Some duplication
exists in the database, since some covers have
been a uctio ned more than once. The
information in this article does not count such
duplication of entries.
The number of covers in the database is
provided as a relative measure of scarcity. A
word of caution is in order when interpreting
thi s information - th e more commo nl y
encountered covers are not usually sold as
individual lots, and thus are not represented
fairly in this listing with respect to their
availability.

It is hi ghly likely that other covers exist
which are not included in this census and might
be earlier or later than the listi ngs below. If
you have such covers, please contact the
author.
The cancellations in the table are numbered
according to the illustrations in a previously
published article on Boyd 's cancellations 1•
It shou ld be noted that during some time
periods of Boyd's varied operations, yeardated cancels were not employed. Thus, it is
difficult to establish the time periods of use of
some of the cancellations.
The latest use dates do not accurately reflect
the end of the period of sales of a particular
stamp, since Boyd's stamps were probably
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PERIODS OF USE OF BOYD'S CANCELLATIONS
honored for postage after replacement issues
were sold. In some cases, the author has
included a "probable latest use" date.

C ance l
Ty pe

Earlie s t Use

Latest Use

Pro ba ble L a tes t Use / Notes

1

Jw,e 27 , 1844

Sept 24, 1845

Dec 4 , 1 844 I 64 covers

2

J w, e 29, 1844

D ec 16, 1845

12 covers

3

Dec 7, 1 848

No others listed
None listed

4
5

Sept 12, 1844

May 15 , 1845

11 covers

6

Sept 27, 1844

Mar 9, 1849

Sept 24, 1867 / 76 covers

7

Feb 14. 1845

Aug 7 , 1851

5 covers

8

A ug 21, 1847

Oct 5 , 1849

4 covers

9

Mar 20, 1845

Apr 11 , 1857

53 covers
None listed

10
11

A ug 29 , 1845

July 19, 1860

51 covers
None listed

12
13

Jan 15 , 1856

Sept 12, 1857

6 covers

14

Oct 12, 1 852

Mar 8, 1855

10 covers

15

A ug 18, 1855

Jan 18, 1861

32 covers

18

M a r 25, 1861

M ay 26, 186 4

27 covers

19

July 16 , 1861

Mar 4 , 1863

7 covers

20

M a i· 25, 1856

Oct 4, 1867

July 2, 186 1 - Nov 2, 1865 / 20 covers

21

Feb 8, 1866

Jrn1e 2, 1868

22

25 cove rs
None listed

23

Apr 1, 1879

24

D ec 29. 1868

25

Dec 29, 1877

26

July 11 , 1877

Sept 20, 1877

3 covers

27

Jw,e 21 , 1878

May 8 , 188 8

47 covers

28

Ja n 17, 1882

Aug 20, 1884

2 covers

30

Nov 10, 1879

Jan 6 , 1886

73 covers

33

Sept 9, 1880

Jw,e 17 , 1886

Oct 24, 1885 / 4 covers

No others listed
May 2 , 1870

7 covers
No othei-s listed

34

D ec 7 , 1883

No others listed

38

Feb 20, 1889

No others listed

39

May 3 , 1900

No others listed

44

Jan 4 , 1883

No others listed

1
Bowm an, John D and LeBel, Lawrence . "Boyd's Postal Marki ngs ." The Penny Post, Vol 7, no. 3 (Ju ly 997) :
2-12
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Type 8 cancel (corrected)

Type 41 cancel (corrected)

PERIODS OF USE OF BOYD'S STAMPS
Stamp/
Envelope
(Scott #'s)

Earliest Use Latest Use

20Ll
20L2

June 27 , 1844
Sept 12, 1844

Sept 23 , 1844
Nov 20, 1845

20L3

Feb 3, 1845

Oct 26, 1848

20L4

Mar 20, 1845

Mar 3, 1851

20L5
20L6
20L7
20L8
20L9

May 10, 1848
May 10, 1848
Apr 4, 1848
July 23, 1852
Feb 2, 1853
July 3, 1854
Dec 21 , 1855

20L10
20Lll
20L12
20L13
20L14
20L15
20L16
20L17
20L18
20L21
20L23
20L24
20L25
20L26
20L32
20L33
20L34
20L35
20L36
20L43

Jan 16, 1856
May 5, 1856
Mar 27 , 1857
Nov 11 , 1859
Feb 7, 1861
Jan 18, 1861
M ay 23, 1861
Oct 4, 1867
June 9, 1866
M ay 29, 1866
Sept 4, 1866

Oct 5, 1854
Sept 28, 1854
Sept 17, 1857
Oct 6, 1855
Mar 15 , 1859
Nov 21 , 1858
Feb 16, 1857
May 29, 1860
Aug 1, 1860
Sept 21 , 1865
May 26, 1864
Dec 31, 1863
Jan 26, 1883
Nov 26, 1878
Sept 3, 1867

May 5, 1877
Aug 5, 1878
Sept 20, 1877
Aug 30, 1878

Jan 26, 1883
July 29, 1878
Oct 3, 1878

Probable Latest Use / Notes
(?) June 28 use I 5 singles/ 21 covers
Apr 25 , 1845 / 30 covers
Jul 21 , 1845 / (4/21/46 known)/ 36
covers
Mar 9, 1849 (11/12/49 known)/ 96
lcovers
2 covers
Only one cover
July 9, 1853 / 131 covers
32 covers
17 covers
37 covers
31 covers
May 10, 1857 / 32 covers
20 covers
44 covers
12 covers

26 covers
66 covers
41 covers
8 covers
29 covers
5 covers
3 covers
4 covers
5 covers
3 covers
4 covers
15 covers
6 covers
12 covers
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PERIODS OF USE OF BOYD'S STAMPS
Stamp/
Envelope
(Scott #'s)

Earliest Use Latest Use

Probable Latest Use / Notes

20IA3A
20IA4
20IA5
20IA6
20IA7
20IA8
20IA9

July 13, 1878
Aug 9, 1877
Sept 9, 1880
Apr 19, 1879

Sept 26, 1878
July 8, 1881
Oct 21 , 1882

4 covers
Oct 7, 1879 / 18 covers

20L50
20L51
20L52
20L53
20L54
20L55
20L56

July 8, 1881

June 17, 1886

Sept 14, 1882; 7 covers

20LU7

July 13 , 1865

Only one cover

20LU11
20LU13
20LU14
20LU20
20LU21

Mar 25, 1856
Dec 21, 1867
Mar 21 , 1867
Feb 16, 1867
Feb 8, 1866
July 17 , 1879
Jan 18, 1879
Mar 31, 1879
Jan 27, 1879
Jan 7, 1880
Aug 1, 1879
Mar 1, 1879
May 5, 1880
Nov 27, 1880
Oct 5, 1882
Mar 27, 1882
Jan 23, 1874
Mar 7, 1876
July 18, 1876
Nov 25 , 1878
June 17, 1879
M ay 20, 1880
Mar 5, 188 1
Jan 16, 1882

Only one cover
Only one cover
5 covers
2 covers
Only one cover
3 covers

20LU30
20LU33
20LU34
20LU35
20LU36
20LU37
20LU38
20LU40
20LU42
20LU43
20LU44
20LU45
20LU46
20LU47
20LU48
20LU49
20LU50
20LU51
20LU52

28

Apr 19, 1882
Jan 17, 1882
Nov 7, 1881
Mar 1, 1883
July 1, 1881

Oct 18, 1884
Feb 9, 1882
May 8, 1888
Oct 24, 1885

Aug 2, 1879
July 10, 1879
Jan 21 , 1880
Apr 15 , 1881
Mar 23, 1880
Nov 10, 1879
Mar 22, 1882
May 7, 1880
May 3, 1883
June 6, 1883
Oct 12, 1874
May 24, 1876
Mar 7, 1877
Mar 20, 1879
Mar 11 , 1880
Jrn1e 13, 1880

13 covers
5 covers
12 covers

2 covers
14 covers
7 covers
May 18, 1883 / 9 covers
June 16, 1882 / 58 covers

3 covers
3 covers
7 covers
3 covers
3 covers
8 covers
2 covers
Only one cover
6 covers
8 covers
8 covers
5 covers
4 covers
5 covers
11 covers
5 covers
2 covers
Only one cover
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